FRIB-TA recommenda1ons (adopted unanimously by the
FRIB-TA Town Mee1ng)
In support of our science goals, we must con1nue forefront nuclear
theory research to realize the full poten1al of the experimental
program at FRIB, to enable new discoveries, and to train the next
genera1on of scien1sts. Consistent with the 2015 Long Range Plan,
we therefore recommend:
• Full support of the FRIB Theory Alliance; in par1cular, the FRIB
bridge and theory fellow programs at universi1es and na1onal
laboratories;
• New investments in computa1onal nuclear theory and related
astrophysics in order to take maximum advantage of high
performance compu1ng, which is cri1cal to the overall eﬀort;
• Broad support for educa1onal ini1a1ves including Training in
Advanced Low-Energy Nuclear Theory (TALENT).
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FRIB linac provides 400kW beams
with 200 MeV/u energy for 238U and
higher energies for lighter ions

Bollen’s talk
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Primary Beam Priorities for
FRIB Year 1 and 2 Program
§ Early beam priorities to support
world-leading science program
§ 5-year power ramp-up to
achieve full FRIB capability
• Year 1: 10 kW
• Year 2: 50 kW
• Year 3: 100 kW
• Year 4: 200 kW
• Year 5: 400 kW

Bollen’s talk

FRIB
commissioning
beams

Year one
Beam

No'onal
Weeks/Year

Abundance
(%)

Bench-marks

238U

12

99.27

7,10,12,15

48Ca

6.34

0.19

2,14

78Kr

2.21

0.35

3,8,9,16,17

124Xe

1.3

0.1

1,11,17

18O

0.86

0.2

2,8

86Kr

0.63

17.3

1,3,4,6,14,15

16O

0.44

99.76

2,8

36Ar

-

0.33

8

82Se

5.25

9.4

1,3,4,5,6,
13,14,15

Total

23.8

Year two
Beam

No'onal
Weeks/Year

Abundance
(%)

92Mo

2.45

14.84

1,3,9,11,
16,17

58Ni

1.64

68.27

1,3

22Ne

0.54

9.2

2

64Ni

0.5

0.91

1,13,14

Total

10.4

Bench-marks
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Some Considerations for
Realizing FRIB’s Discovery Potential
• A typical experiment takes 5-6 days
• 6,000 hrs/yr FRIB optimal operation
o ~40 experiments/yr max
o 1400 users = 40 * 35 users/experiment
o Funding likely for less than optimal

• $15k-$20k/hr of operation
o ~$2.5M/experiment
o About five times higher cost than NSCL

• We need to become more impactful

• Most compelling science – always
o Mixture of high risk and high certainty

• Higher expectations
o Public expects return on investment

• More quality control on setup
o Experiments can fail because of physics,
not because of technical issues

• More complete measurements and
analyses

o More exit channel, more observables
o What are the Nobel prize class
experiments?
o How do we relate to other large-science • More complex collaboration sociology
and structure
endeavors?
o We can learn from earlier transitions

• And more efficient

o 5 PhD theses, 10 papers per
experiment?
Glasmacher’s talk

§ AGS-> RHIC and Bates-> JLab
while we plot out own path

, Slide 5
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•
•

FRIB project success is likely, managing to early completion in FY2021
Plan to ensure nation’s leadership in low-energy nuclear science in place,
on track and supported by all parties
– NSF National Science Board has approved NSCL Cooperative Agreement to
operate NSCL FY17-21
– MSU ensures FRIB on track for completion in FY2021 with DOE funding and
MSU funding
– DOE-SC Office of Nuclear Physics has recommended operations funding to
start in FY2018
• Ensure world-class program - make additional beams in 2018

•
•
•
•
•

Users engaged and planning for day-one scientific program
Instruments under construction and more planned
Theory Alliance active
Realizing FRIB’s Discovery Potential with public expectations rising
We have a tremendous opportunity ahead of us in an exciting field
Glasmacher’s talk
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Theory input to Day-1 discussions
Scott Bogner
Paweł Danielewicz
Wim Dickhoff
Charlotte Elster
Jon Engel
Dick Furnstah
Alexandra Gade
Gaute Hagen
Heiko Hergert
Dean Lee
Bao-An Li

Diego Lonardoni
Petr Navratil
Witek Nazarewicz
Filomena Nunes
Jorge Piekarewicz
Sofia Quaglioni
Nicolas Schunck
Ragnar Stroberg
Rebecca Surman
James Vary
Jun Xu

+ Bruce Barrett, Jutta Escher, Lucas Platter,…
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Discussion points
• Things we all agree with
• Has important science been missing from
yesterday’s presentations?
o Are we missing the forest for the trees? Are we
bold enough?

• Readiness factor:
o Are we ready to provide meaningful support to
Day-1 experimental program?
o If not, what are the weakest links?
o Having identified weaknesses, how do we fix them
to be ready for Day-1?
2017 Low Energy Community Mee1ng

Things we all agree with…
Guiding principle: the scien1ﬁc method
Theory

Prediction

Observation

Experiment

Op1mizing the cycle
2017 Low Energy Community Meeting

Things we all agree with
[This list was compiled by R. Furnstahl and W. Nazarewicz. It was discussed but not voted on.]

• We are all phenomenologists, but at diﬀerent resolu1on
• An important challenge for the ﬁeld is to connect diﬀerent many-body
approaches, describing the nucleus and nuclear reac1ons at diﬀerent resolu1on
scales, in the regions where they overlap.
• Increased awareness of the key role of reac1on theory that provides the link
between experiment and structural observables.
• Need for advanced sta1s1cal tools of uncertainty quan1ﬁca1on for model
development, data selec1on, and iden1ﬁca1on of key experimental data
• Many great opportuni1es are, and will be, provided by high-performance
compu1ng. Here, teaming with computer scien1sts and applied mathema1cians
will help.
• Nuclear many-body problem is an interdisciplinary enterprise, which connects to
many areas of science
• Need for development of databases of theore1cal results and open-source codes
• Need for advanced training to graduate students and young researchers in lowenergy nuclear theory.
2017 Low Energy Community Mee1ng

Reduction and Emergence

ab initio
CI

Effective Field Theory

quark
models

Resolution

LQCD

Both are vital for nuclear theory!

Hot and dense quark-gluon mager
Hadron structure

Nuclear-Par1cle Physics

Nuclear structure
Nuclear reac1ons
New standard model
Weinberg’s 3rd Law of Progress in
Theore1cal Physics:
“You may use any degrees of freedom you
like to describe a physical system, but if you
use the wrong ones, you’ll be sorry!”

DFT
collective
scale
separa1on

Most eﬃcient approach: resolving power
of a theore1cal model taken as low as
reasonably possible for the ques1on at
hand
2017 Low Energy Community Mee1ng

Phenomenology in Par1cle Theory (rjf via Google)

Durham University Ins1tute for Par1cle Physics Phenomenology

Physics is a subject that can only thrive when there is strong interplay between theory
and experiment. New theore1cal ideas lead to predic1ons that can be tested
experimentally, and new experimental ﬁndings challenge theorists to produce beger
ideas. Phenomenology is research on this boundary between theory and experiment. It is
concerned with iden=fying interes=ng physical observables, making theore=cal
predic=ons for them and then confron=ng experimental data gathered at the major
interna1onal laboratories. The main aim is to ﬁnd evidence for new physics and to
develop new theories that describe the Universe at a more fundamental level than our
current theories can. Close collabora1on with our experimental colleagues is a vital
aspect of our work.
Liz Simmons (MSU) in Quora: Depends on the area of physics. In par=cle physics
"phenomenology" is o?en used to refer to theore=cal studies of ques=ons that are
directly testable by present or planned experiments. "Theory" is o?en used to refer to
more formal topics that have less connec=on to experiment.

An American Physics Student in England blog: There are two kinds of par1cle

theorists: phenomenologists and formal theorists. Phenomenologists agempt to study the
next level of eﬀec1ve theory by looking for signals of physics beyond the Standard Model
in experiments and construc1ng new models. Formal theorists agempt to answer the
bigger ques1on of ﬁnding a fundamental “theory of everything” that is a complete theory
that describes nature down to the smallest length scales (i.e. not just an eﬀec1ve theory).

What does (or should) phenomenology or
phenomenological mean in nuclear theory? [from rjf]
Wisdom from Dirk Walecka: “We’re all doing phenomenology. Let’s just
make sure we are doing good phenomenology.”
“Phenomenology is not a dirty word!” (Chuck Horowitz and others)
Common usage in EFT connec1on: “phenomenological” means model dependent.
This usage should be avoided: it undersells the importance of models and value of
phenomenology in general, and is open interpreted as a slur on other approaches.
Models provide intui1on that guides experiment and improved theory.
Given computa1onal successes, we should strive to understand in simple terms.
An EFT example is making sense of LECs using resonance satura1on to understand
them in terms of meson exchange or Delta excita1ons.
Build a model that encapsulates the key physics and look for consequences. If
qualita1ve, then you may be done (cf. emergent phenomena in condensed mager
physics). If semi-quan1ta1ve and one needs to do beger, use as guide for a more
systema1c treatment. Uninformed modeling (ﬁqng elephants) is not so helpful.
Hypothesis (Thomas Papenbrock): Behind every successful phenomenology
there is an eﬀec1ve ﬁeld theory to be discovered.

FRIB Day-1 Science: Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) [rjf list]
Priori1es for FRIB theory

• Precision/accuracy in experiment and theory mandates robust sta1s1cal treatment of UQ
• Make use of full range of sta1s1cal applica1ons (examples for EFT, but more general!):
• More sophis1cated parameter es1ma1on to avoid overﬁqng (e.g., for 3NF)
• Model valida1on and robust consistency checks (e.g., EFT trunca1on errors)
• Model selec1on (e.g., what order EFT for given data; which EFT implementa1on?)
• Model reduc1on (e.g., eﬀec1ve number of parameters)
• Develop tools to combine theory predic1ons (e.g., “super models” for nuclear DFT)
• Advanced sta1s1cal tools for data selec1on and iden1ﬁca1on of key experimental data

Ideas/needs for achieving them

• Bayesian sta1s1cs is natural framework for theory UQ: incorporates theory informa1on
(e.g., naturalness) and includes above sta1s1cal applica1ons in integrated framework.
But less sophis=cated approaches to UQ are valuable; do what is possible!
• Robust sta1s1cal analysis is computa1onally intensive ècon1nued (enhanced?) support
of compu1ng at all levels (local clusters through leadership class)
• Disseminate sta1s1cal tools as developed with shared codes and libraries for UQ
• Interact with sta1s1cians and prac11oners of UQ in other subﬁelds of (nuclear) physics
• Require theory papers make precision comparisons to experiment to have UQ (see PRA)

Impact on/alignment with the experimental eﬀort

• Robust theory UQ needed for meaningful confronta1on and calibra1on of theory and
experiment, and for reliable extrapola1on from data
• “Beam 1me is expensive” è need theory guidance to priori1ze proposed measurements

Things we all agree with (again)
[This list was compiled by R. Furnstahl and W. Nazarewicz. It was discussed but not voted on.]

• We are all phenomenologists, but at diﬀerent resolu1on
• An important challenge for the ﬁeld is to connect diﬀerent many-body
approaches, describing the nucleus and nuclear reac1ons at diﬀerent resolu1on
scales, in the regions where they overlap.
• Increased awareness of the key role of reac1on theory that provides the link
between experiment and structural observables.
• Need for advanced sta1s1cal tools of uncertainty quan1ﬁca1on for model
development, data selec1on, and iden1ﬁca1on of key experimental data
• Many great opportuni1es are, and will be, provided by high-performance
compu1ng. Here, teaming with computer scien1sts and applied mathema1cians
will help.
• Nuclear many-body problem is an interdisciplinary enterprise, which connects to
many areas of science
• Need for development of databases of theore1cal results and open-source codes
• Need for advanced training to graduate students and young researchers in lowenergy nuclear theory.
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Discussion points (cont.)
• Things we all agree with
• Has important science been missing from
yesterday’s presentations?
o Are we missing the forest for the trees? Are we
bold enough?

• Readiness factor:
o Are we ready to provide meaningful support to
Day-1 experimental program?
o If not, what are the weakest links?
o Having identified weaknesses, how do we fix them
to be ready for Day-1?
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hgp://fribtheoryalliance.org/content/FRIB_Day_1/FRIB_Day_1_Science_Workshop_2017.php
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Some topics discussed
(over 30 participants + 6 remote participants)

• Central collisions to probe 0.7 to 2 times nuclear densities. Theory needed
to extract the nuclear EOS.
• Understanding the dripline of Ca. Probing the transition from shell-model/
mean-field to correlation-dominated regime.
• Proton-neutron correlations and transfer reactions along N=Z line for heavy
systems. T=0 and T=1 pairing. Concerted efforts with reaction theory.
• Structure of unbound proton-rich systems, multi-proton emitters.
• Charge-symmetry breaking: theory needs to treat Coulomb properly.
• Charge-exchange reactions not well understood. Measurements from FRIB
for the complete GT strength. Important (p,n) direction - interesting to go the
other way (d,pp).
• Beta decays of very neutron rich would also inform electro-weak physics.
• Masses and beta decays for r-process modeling.
• Increased awareness of the key role of reaction theory that provides the link
between experiment and structural observables.

Great discussions overall. To be continued!
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